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Matlab function handle cell array

I need to create an array of function handles. My code is like this:b=[@(x)x+1, @(x)x+2];The message isError using horzcatNonscalar arrays of function handles are not allowed; use cell arrays instead.why I got this error? Post by Fang The message isError using horzcatNonscalar arrays of function handles are not allowed; use cell arrays instead.why
I got this error?Because you need to put the handles in a cell array, not a normal array, e.g.b={@(x)x+1, @(x)x+2};doc celldoc {for more information on cell arrays The message is Error using horzcatNonscalar arrays of function handles are not allowed; use cell arrays instead.why I got this error?Because we no longer allow creation of arrays of
function handles. We firstannounced this change back in release R14SP2: changed the warning to an error a few years later in release R2008b: Richard said, use a cell array of function handles.--Steve Lord***@mathworks.comTo contact Technical Support use the Contact Us link on Post by Fang The message isError using horzcatNonscalar arrays of
function handles are not allowed; use cell arrays instead.why I got this error?================Are you sure you really need this? Is it possible that the following single function will do what you want?b= @(x) [x(1)+1; x(2)+2]; Programming and Data Types
Overview A function handle is a MATLAB data type that contains information used in
referencing a function. When you create a function handle, MATLAB stores in the handle all the information about the function that it needs to execute, or evaluate, it later on. Typically, a function handle is passed in an argument list to other functions. It is then used in conjunction with feval to evaluate the function to which the handle belongs. A
MATLAB function handle is more than just a reference to a function. It often represents a collection of function methods, overloaded to handle different argument types. When you create a handle to a function, MATLAB takes a snapshot of all built-in and M-file methods of that name that are on the MATLAB path and in scope at that time, and stores
access information for all of those methods in the handle. When you evaluate a function handle, MATLAB considers only those functions that were stored within the handle when it was created. Other functions that might now be on the path or in scope are not considered. It is the combination of which function methods are mapped to by the handle
and what arguments the handle is evaluated with that determines which is the actual function that MATLAB dispatches to. Benefits of Using Function Handles Function handles enable you to do all of the following: This section also includes an example of using a simple function handle. See A Simple Function Handle. Pass Function Access Information
to Other Functions You can pass a function handle as an argument in a call to another function. The handle contains access information that enables the receiving function to call the function for which the handle was constructed. You can evaluate a function handle from within another function even if the handle's function is not in the scope of the
evaluating function. This is because the function performing the evaluation has all the information it needs within the function handle. For the same reason, you can also evaluate a function handle even when the handle's function is no longer on the MATLAB search path. You must use the MATLAB feval command to evaluate the function in a function
handle. When you pass a function handle as an argument into another function, then the function receiving the handle uses feval to evaluate the function handle. Capture All Methods of An Overloaded Function Because many MATLAB functions are overloaded, a function handle often maps to a number of code sources (e.g., built-in code, M-files), that
implement the function. A function handle stores the access to all of the overloaded sources, or methods, that are on the MATLAB path at the time the handle is created. When you evaluate an overloaded function handle, MATLAB follows the usual rules of selecting which method to evaluate, basing the selection on the argument types passed in the
function call. See How MATLAB Determines Which Method to Call, for more information on how MATLAB selects overloaded functions. For example, there are three built-in functions and one M-file function that define the abs function on the standard MATLAB path. A function handle created for the abs function contains access information on all four
of these function sources. If you evaluate the function with an argument of the double type, then the built-in function that takes a double argument is executed. Allow Wider Access to Subfunctions and Private Functions By definition, all MATLAB functions have a certain scope. They are visible to other MATLAB entities within that scope, but not visible
outside of it. You can invoke a function directly from another function that is within its scope, but not from a function outside that scope. Subfunctions and private functions are, by design, limited in their visibility to other MATLAB functions. You can invoke a subfunction only by another function that is defined within the same M-file. You can invoke a
private function only from a function in the directory immediately above the \private subdirectory. When you create a handle to a function that has limited scope, the function handle stores all the information MATLAB needs to evaluate the function from any location in the MATLAB environment. If you create a handle to a subfunction while the
subfunction is in scope, (that is, you create it from within the M-file that defines the subfunction), you can then pass the handle to code that resides outside of that M-file and evaluate the subfunction from beyond its usual scope. The similar case holds true for private functions. Ensure Reliability When Evaluating Functions Function handles allow you
more control over what methods get executed when a function is evaluated. If you create a function handle for a function with overloaded methods, making sure that only the intended methods are within scope when the handle is created gives you control over which methods are executed when MATLAB evaluates the handle. This can isolate you from
methods that might be in scope at the time of evaluation that you didn't know about. Reduce the Number of Files That Define Your Functions You can use function handles to help reduce the number of M-files required to define your functions. The problem with grouping a number of functions in one M-file is that this defines them as subfunctions, and
thus reduces their scope in MATLAB. Using function handles to access these subfunctions removes this limitation. This enables you to group functions as you want and reduce the number of files you have to manage. Improve Performance in Repeated Operations MATLAB performs a lookup on a function at the time you create a function handle and
then stores this access information in the handle itself. Once defined, you can use this handle in repeated evaluations without incurring the performance delay associated with function lookup each time. Manipulate Handles in Arrays, Structures, and Cell Arrays As a standard MATLAB data type, a function handle can be manipulated and operated on
in the same manner as other MATLAB data types. You can create arrays, structures, or cell arrays of function handles. Access individual function handles within these data structures in the same way that you access elements of a numeric array or structure. Create n-dimensional arrays of handles using either of the concatenation methods used to
form other types of MATLAB arrays, [] or cat. All operations involving matrix manipulation are supported for function handles. Function Handles A Simple Function Handle Hi,suppose that we have cell arrays of function handles Rnum, for example:fnum=matlabFunction(y);Fnum=@(x)integral(fnum,0,x);Rnum{i,:}=@(x) exp((Fnum(x)).^beta_hat(i,:));with i-number of different beta_hats. y is a function which consists of i-number of symbolic variables.Now, I would like to evaluate all functions at the points: x = 0:100:4000.Does anyone know how it works?PS: If I do it for only one point x = 400, I can use the following code which works very well: cellfun(@(c) c(x),Rnum).
Hello I am trying to store function handles in an array. First attempt was to do something like the following: for i = 1:5 r(i) = @(x) [grid(i) - x(1)*(x(2) + value(i))]; end So I would store 5 function handles, each one using the vectors "grid" and "value". Result: Nonscalar arrays of function handles are not allowed; use cell arrays instead. Next I try
preallocating r as a cell (r = cell(1,5)). Result: Conversion to cell from function_handle is not possible. Basically I am having a lot of trouble with the cell arrays and function handles and I don't really know enough about them to be able to interpret the error messages as useful information. Can anyone see what I'm doing wrong? --- Also, I am confused
about function handles with more than one argument. Here I am using two (x(1) and x(2)), but when I type feval(r(1),2,3) to evaluate r(1) at x = [2,3] it says "Index exceeds matrix dimensions."! Eventually I want to define a function handle with arbitrarily large number of arguments, so r(i) will vary for i=1:100 or so, and then a function all = @(x)
[r(1); r(2); ... r(100);], to be able to evaluate all these functions at once. But that seems like a long way away right now. Thanks, Mike I'm not quite sure what you want, but this does give something for me: grid = 1:5; value= 1:5; for i = 1:5 r{i} = @(x) [grid(i) - x(1)*(x(2) + value(i))]; end r{1}([2 3]) note the curly braces after the r Thanks, this has
given me a good starting point. I now have a load of function handles stored in an array, but I want to put them all into a single one. I am trying to manipulate my functions into the format accepted by a complicated MATLAB algorithm which takes a set of equations in a single function handle. So I naturally try to put these into the function like this:
r_total = @(x) [r{1}; r{2}; r{3}; r{4}; r{5}]; >> r_total([1 2]) [COLOR="Red"]??? Error using ==> vertcat Nonscalar arrays of function handles are not allowed; use cell arrays instead. Error in ==> @(x)[r{1};r{2};r{3};r{4};r{5}][/COLOR] I would try r_total = {r{1}; r{2}; r{3}; r{4}; r{5}}; but I don't think the code will accept it, it needs []
brackets in all the examples. Last edited: Apr 26, 2010
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